Analysis on Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) Performances and Plutonium Production Profile of Loading Minor Actinide (MA) in FBR Blanket
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Abstract

An investigated process of recycling option based on minor actinide (MA) composition in the reactor design has been investigated which is based on fast breeder reactor (FBR) type as reference reactor type. The paper investigated some significant parameters of reactor operation, fuel sustainability and nuclear non-proliferation point of view. As initial fuel composition some composition of light water reactor (LWR) spent fuels are used and loaded into the such as mixed oxide (MOX) in the core regions and minor actinide doping is loaded into blanket regions. It is shows that criticality condition as indicating reactor operation time is obtained less for loading MA case in the blanket regions in comparing with no loading MA. It indicates a shorter reactor operation time is obtained for loading MA than without loading MA. Conversion rasio level or breeding rasio, is obtained less conversion rasio for loading MA which shows less fissile material production when some portion of U-238 is replaced by MA loading. Although, during reactor operation, some fissile plutonium materials such as Pu-239 are also produced from MA loading, however, it still less production in comparing with fissile plutonium production from direct process from converted U-238. It shows more Pu-238 can be produced than Pu-240 because of main portion of MA is Np-237 which can be directly produce more Pu-238 than Pu-240. As protected plutonium composition (Pu-238 and Pu-240), loading MA produces some even mass plutonium isotopes in the blanket regions and loading 5 % of MA doping, obtains more than enough composition based on Kessler criterion to estimate the level of technical difficulty for constructing explosive nuclear devices based on internal heating of Pu-238.
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INTRODUCTION

How to manage and utilize nuclear spent fuel especially from the reactors operation have been progressively discussed and developed some idea and model in term of theoretical, analytical based, as well as experimental based, and further more how to use it in large scale deployment such as for commercial reactor based. These topic become more interesting to be analyzed because some benefit and advantages such as capable reduce the environment impact caused by reduction of nuclear waste, longer fuel utilization as fuel sustainability and economic aspects because of more fuels can be used and reactor operation can be operated longer as well as from view point of nuclear non-proliferation aspect because of high technical barrier for utilize spent fuel and protected plutonium production can be obtained [1-5]. Some large quantity of accumulated spent fuels (SF) from discharged fuel of light water reactor (LWR) can be managed and fully optimized it fuel utilization by adopting recycling option than once through fuel option such as reprocessed...
recycling uranium and plutonium from spent fuel LWR as new fresh fuels. In addition, the option to recycle minor actinide (MA) also should be considered for reducing its actinides accumulation as well as the advantage to produce more protected plutonium composition. Closed cycle option or recycling fuel process for both reactor types such as thermal neutron reactor type and fast reactor type including some other innovative reactor types for generation 4 reactors can be applied and optimized. Some advantages have been shown by fast neutron reactor technology, such as high fuel breeding and high level of reducing spent fuels because of fast breeder reactor (FBR) type obtains criticality condition easier and higher fuel breeding caused by the characteristics of high eta value of fissile materials at fast neutron energy region. Furthermore, loading MA in the reactors gives some benefits to improve higher level of nuclear nonproliferation from converted MA into plutonium actinides through absorption process of excess neutrons [6-10].

Recycling program of transuranic (TRU) such as MOX fuel composition and MA fuel composition is adopted and shows some advantages to be loaded into fast reactor technology either it can be loaded into core reactor region as well as blanket regions. Several options for recycling transuranic have already been conducted in progressive way for a purpose of extending reactor operation time for longer operation program [9, 10]. Loading LWR spent fuel also showed a significant results for high burning MA capability purposes [11], and in some cases to improve transmutation of transuranic (TRU) [12,13]. Reduction level of proliferation potential of nuclear material utilization for nuclear non-proliferation issue to be carried out not only for political level point of view, but also optimum fuel utilization only for civil purposes. Characteristics of material barrier based on isotopic material barrier is one of the option to estimate the level of proliferation resistance based on intrinsic nuclear non-proliferation aspect. The level of material barrier from the isotopic material is caused by high intensity level of decay heat (DH) and level of spontaneous fission neutron (SFN). High level of material barrier is shown by increasing of even mass number composition of plutonium isotopes. Transmutation option can be adopted loading minor actinide (MA) in the reactors to produce more protected plutonium proliferation by high composition of even mass of plutonium from converted Material [1-5]. In this paper, it will show and discuss some evaluated issues regarding reactor performance of FBR design in term of reactor operation, nuclear fuel sustainability aspect from fuel breeding point of view, and in relation to intrinsic proliferation resistance aspects of protected plutonium production.

ANALYSIS METHOD

As basic parameter of investigated analysis, some fuel composition of LWR type was obtained by using ORIGEN code [14] for fuel behavior and fuel composition analysis for different burnup and decay fuel time based on PWR type. Fuel behaviors of LWR from initial fresh fuel up to end operation as well as cooling process after discharged fuel from the reactors are adopted based on some key parameters of fuel burnup level such as 50 GWd/t and decay times’ processes of 30 years cooling time. Actinide compositions are sensitive to burnup level and decay time in particular for some plutonium isotopes and minor actinides [15]. As a focus analyses in this present study, TRU compositions of LWR SF are used as initial fresh fuel to be loaded in the FBR of core-blanket arrangement system.

As a basic reactor design, FBR system was referred as a core-blanket fuel arrangement based which is adjusted core regions for maintaining criticality and blanket regions for fuel breeding regions which referred to a large FBR design of FaCT program as reference case for whole core reactor optimization [16]. A combined integrated code system was used for evaluating reactor core behavior based on space dependency, and time dependency in relation to burnup dependency for whole FBR core configuration and for nuclide data library, it was used JFS-3-J-3.2R which is based on the JENDL 3.2 [17-20].

Reactor performances of FBR design are also included fuel breeding analysis and criticality performance of the reactor. Fuel breeding capability is referred to a breeding ratio level of FBR, which is based on the ratio of reaction rate of fertile materials and fissile materials. Actinide compositions as main material for breeding ratio analysis, some fertile materials are adopted such as U-238 and Pu-240, including Pu-238. Fertile materials are used for this analysis such as U-235, Pu-239 and Pu-241. Pu-238 is used for fuel breeding analysis based on the consideration that Pu-238 can be used as fertile material which will convert to Pu-239 from capturing neutron and Pu-238 production will be more significant by adopting MA doping option into the system.

Analysis on isotopic plutonium composition analysis is conducted based on on vector composition of each plutonium isotope in the
blanket regions of FBR. To analyze protected plutonium production level, some categorizations of plutonium which is based on plutonium vector compositions have been adopted for several plutonium grades or categorizations [1-5]. Those composition of isotopic plutonium has specific parameters for material barriers of plutonium such as effect of decay heat (DH) activity and spontaneous fission neutron (SFN). Material barrier has sensitive to typical isotopic plutonium vectors such even mass plutonium of Pu-238, Pu-240 and Pu-242 which is adopted to estimate the level of material barrier in regard to the level of technical difficulties to construct a nuclear explosive device from internal heating of Pu-238 decay heat and more difficult to control pre-initiation of high explosive from spontaneous fission neutron [3-5].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some result of reactor operation, fuel sustainability and nuclear non-proliferation aspect will be shown in this section based on large FBR type. Some obtained investigation results of MOX fuel in the core and MA loading in the blanket regions will be shown and discussed in this section which consists of some analyses of fuel breeding, reactor criticality condition and protected plutonium production which is shown by isotopic plutonium composition aspect. Transuranic material gives some effect to the reactor performance as well as inventory balance of plutonium and MA as well as isotopic plutonium production during reactor operation. Whole reactor core analysis was done for criticality and fuel breeding analysis of the reactor. In case of plutonium isotopes analyses, different fuel regions have been adopted such as plutonium composition in the core regions and in the blanket regions.

Criticality Condition and Effect of Loading MA

Obtained results of criticality condition for no loading MA and loading MA cases in the blanket FBR regions are shown in Figure 1 at the beginning of cycle or the initial stage of reactor operation. Loading MA in the blanket regions of FBR type cases the reduction value of criticality condition which causes a reduction time of reactor operation. As shown in Fig. 1, loading MA of 5% in the blanket regions gives reduction criticality performance of about less than 0.2% reduction value. Loading MA affects to less nuclear fission process caused by high capturing produced neutron by MA material as absorption material to be converted to other actinides. Less fission process and more capturing process are effective to reduce the criticality condition by any material which works as fertile material, absorben as well as burnable poisson material. In this case, MA plays as fertile material which captures more neutron for conversion process in blanket FBR regions to be used for converting MA into other actinides such as plutonium

Fuel Conversion Capabilities and Loading MA Effect

As mentioned in the previous section, loading MA in the blanket regions of FBR shows a reduction criticality condition because of the existence of MA in the blanket works as fertile material which will be effective to produce more converted new fuel such as plutonium through conversion process of capturing neutron. Obtained results for comparison analysis of conversion ratio of no loading MA and loading MA cases at the equilibrium condition are shown in Figure 2.

The results shows, loading MA of 5% case obtains less conversion ratio value comparing with no loading MA case which shows about less than
1.5 % a reduction value of conversion ratio. Loading 5 % MA material in the blanket regions causes a reduction composition of natural uranium in the blanket regions of about 5 % less. Natural uranium which consist of U-238 as a major material is a potential material to be used for converted material to produce more Pu-239 as fissile material. MA material also can be used to produce more plutonium quantity such as Pu-238 and converts to Pu-239 which also shows MA as fertile material similar to U-238. Based on the results, conversion process of MA is still less comparing with the conversion quantity of U-238 to produce more fissile plutonium materials. This fissile plutonium production is used as indicator for conversion ratio process and if the conversion ratio level is more than unity, it can be called as breeding ratio which means how large fissile materials are produced as additional excess fissile which can be used for further fuel utilization.

Composition of Plutonium Isotope in Blanket FBR Regions

Converted material phenomena from capturing neutron process will produce some typical new materials which is based on the initial converted materials. In case of pure natural uranium loading into the blanket regions of FBR reactors will produce much more fissile plutonium isotope of Pu-239 as major material. Isotope Pu-239 as a potential fissile material is produced from conversion process of U-238 through neutron capture process. Meanwhile, MA conversion process produces some plutonium isotopes, however the main actinide is Pu-238 and some additional Pu-240 and some small amount of Pu-242, which can be recognized as even mass plutonium production material. In the reactor, some Pu-238 also can be converted into Pu-239 after capturing neutron process, therefore, in limited quantity, produced even mass plutonium from MA also will produce Pu-239 as a main contributor for conversion ratio quantity.

As mentioned in the previous section, for nuclear non-proliferation viewpoint, MA gives some advantages such as converted MA will produces protected plutonium composition. This protected plutonium is composed by even mass plutonium isotopes such as Pu-238, Pu-240 and Pu-242. As representative plutonium isotopes, it has been chosen Pu-238 and Pu-240 isotopes for analysis and comparative studies because of some major quantity of even mass plutonium fraction in total plutonium vector composition. Obtained isotopic plutonium compositions of Pu-238 and Pu-240 in the blanket regions are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3 shows production of isotopic vector composition of Pu-238 and Pu-240 during reactor operation (days) from beginning of operation up to some irradiation time of reactor operation. It shows the production of both Pu-238 and Pu-240 isotopes increase with increasing reactor operation time. In addition, Pu-238 production gives a significant production rate from the beginning of irradiation time especially for early irradiation time process and it increases slowly by increasing the time up to some extended operation time the composition will reach a constant value. Loading MA rate of 5 % gives more than 15 % Pu-238 composition from the beginning of operation and some addition production rate from Pu-240 for less than 5 % composition. From production point of view, Pu-238 plays as a major contributor for protected plutonium quantity level which can be used as a parameter for increasing material barrier of intrinsic nuclear non-proliferation aspect.

![Figure 3 Isotopic Plutonium Vector Composition of Pu-238 and Pu-240 in the Blanket Regions FBR for 5% Loading MA loading fuel type in the core region of FBR](image-url)
less production of Pu. Spontaneous fission neutron level. In case of blanket control from decay heat level control parameter for explosive nuclear the technical difficulty level of constructing plutonium categorizations plutonium evaluated based on protected plutonium production of plutonium isotopes. In equilibrium condition for loading MA case in the blanket regions is shown in Fig. 4. At equilibrium condition, major actinides reach a constant level including production of plutonium isotopes. In equilibrium condition, isotopic Pu-238 composition produce more than 20% vector composition as well as Pu-240 of about 3% composition. Blanket regions have softer neutron spectra in comparing with core regions of the reactors which effectively produces more Pu-238 from converted MA. Therefore, capturing process is much higher than fission process in the blanket regions therefore, breeding material process in more effective. Because of directly main production of converted MA is Pu-238 because of the majority material of MA is Np-237 which effective converted to Pu-238, therefore Pu-238 obtains much higher than Pu-240. Pu-240 can be produced from additional neutron capture from Pu-238 into Pu-239 and into Pu-240, and other way from some minor actinide such as curium.

To evaluate the sufficient level of intrinsic proliferation resistance, as basic parameter, protected plutonium production level will be evaluated based on some categorization of plutonium for several plutonium grades or categorizations [1-5] which refers to even mass plutonium composition of Pu-238, Pu-240 and Pu-242. This parameter as a basic parameter to estimate the technical difficulty level of constructing explosive nuclear in regard to their barrier of heat control parameter for a nuclear explosive device from decay heat level and control mechanism for control pre-initiation of high explosive from spontaneous fission neutron level. In case of blanket regions, because of high production of Pu-238 and less production of Pu-240, it can be chosen as a representative of single parameter of even mass plutonium. Pu-238 can be used as representative, although it can be added by small portion of Pu-240 in other way. Focused on Pu-238 vector composition, more than 20% composition of Pu-238 is much more than enough to fulfill a minimum requirement for protected plutonium production based on Kessler’s proposal. Kessler mentioned that 9% of Pu-238 composition is enough to protect plutonium composition to be used for explosive materials. This estimation is based on the internal heating process of Pu-238 which has very high decay heat level which can directly destroy a surrounding material caused by high heat level.

**CONCLUSION**

Some analysis of recycling option of MA in the reactor design has been investigated for several comparative reactor performances and material production of plutonium during reactor operation. The study investigated some significant parameter of reactor operation based on criticality condition, fuel sustainability based on breeding performance of the reactor, and nuclear non-proliferation point of view based on protected plutonium production of Pu-238. Some composition of LWR spent fuels are used as initial fuel and it is loaded into the FBR system for several typical loaded fuels such as mixed oxide (MOX) in the core, and minor actinide doping to be loaded into blanket regions. Criticality condition is less for loading MA in the blanket regions comparing with no loading MA which indicates a shorter reactor operation time is obtained for loading MA. In case of conversion ratio or breeding ratio process, less conversion ratio is obtained by loading MA which shows less fissile material production when some portion of U-238 is replaced by MA loading, although some fissile plutonium materials are also produced from MA loading, however, it still less production in comparing with fissile plutonium production from direct converter from U-238. Loading MA produces some even mass plutonium isotopes in the blanket regions as protected plutonium composition (Pu-238 and Pu-240), which shows more Pu-238 can be produced than Pu-240 because of main portion of MA is Np-237 which can be directly produce more Pu-238 than Pu-240. Based on the production of Pu-238 from loading 5% of MA doping, it is more than enough to protect plutonium production based on Kessler’s criterion as a parameter for level of difficulty for constracting explosive nuclear devices based on internal heating of Pu-238.
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